26” Stealth LX
by Whisper Creek

W

hisper Creek Archery (WCA) has been producing
bows since 2004. In 2007 they joined the Milltree
Outdoors Product Group, which aligned them with
Doc’s Deer Scents and Doc’s Team Extreme hunting show. WCA’s
goal is to manufacture the most technologically advanced bow
on the market and top it off with unsurpassed customer service.
The WCA flagship is the Innovator Pro and normally, we
would be featuring that bow here. However, WCA has found a
huge demand for their ultra compact Stealth LX model. Though
originally designed for women and youth hunters an increasing
number of men have purchased this rig recently. For that reason
we will feature the Stealth LX in this report.
Riser: Whisper Creek’s Stealth LX is built on a riser that starts
out as a 6061-T6-aluminum forging, which is then CNC
machined into its final form. This process reduces manufacturing costs as machining time is kept to a minimum. While much
of the riser’s shape is determined through forging, critical tolerances are still controlled by the final machining step.
Contributing heavily to the Stealth’s compact 25-5/8 inch axleto-axle measurement and light mass weight of 3.6 pounds is a
riser length that spans only 14 inches, not including the “shock
absorber”, which we will discuss later. Over twenty cutouts of
various shapes and sizes are scattered along the riser’s length to
help lighten the load. A shallow pocket just below the shelf area
accepts the LX’s standard one-piece hard plastic grip that is flat
or “squared-off” in geometry. Optional grips, in both flat and
contoured configurations, include soft plastic, synthetic wood,
and real wood. The riser’s short length and significant reflex
configuration (4.5 inches) do not allow for a traditional stabilizer mount. To overcome this issue, a portion of the front of the
riser below the grip has a “J” shaped profile with the jutting hook
at the bottom forming a tab, which is drilled and tapped for sta-
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The 25 5/8 inch axle-to-axle
Stealth LX was intended
as a youth and ladies model
when Whisper Creek added it
to the line. However, so many
units were sold at the higher weights
and longer lengths the company realized it had caught
the attention of adult male bowhunters who like the
bows easy handling in blinds and treestands.
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bilizer mounting. Each end of the
riser has two U-channel cutouts, one
of which attaches to the limb pocket
directly. The other accepts Whisper
Creek’s BowSTRUT, which is the
piece that looks much like a shock
absorber. While this piece appears

to be rubber-like from a distance, it
is in fact, a rigid material. Realtree’s
HD Green is applied to the riser
through a proprietary water transfer
process.
Customer Connection:
Point out how the short riser
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length contributes to the Stealth’s
superior maneuverability and low
mass weight.
The radical reflex geometry on
this super short axle-to-axle bow
equates to a longer power stroke,
which results in increased arrow
speeds.
With multiple grip choices, you
should be able to satisfy any customer regardless of their grip preference.
Limb/Limb Pockets: Whisper
Creek outfits the Stealth with a set of
solid, straight limbs that measure 12
inches long by 1.5 inches wide. The
last 4.25 inches of the limb splits to
allow for the eccentrics. To ensure
long life and performance, WCA uses
fiberglass material provided by
Gordon Composites for the LX’s
limbs. Gordon’s reputation for superior limb materials is unsurpassed.
Each limb is water jet cut to specified
thicknesses and then matched with
another limb based on deflection
values to complete the set. On the
outside of both limbs you will find
the Whisper Creek name and logo.
Limbs are finished in Realtree HD
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2007 Stealth LX by Whisper Creek

Green through a custom graphics
process at Horton Manufacturing.
Limb pockets are machined
from aluminum castings and set at
an angle that allows the limbs to
move to a parallel position when at
full draw. Draw weights, which are
available in 40, 50, 60, and 70 pounds
peak, are easily adjusted within a 10
pound range by turning the limb
bolts. There are no locking mechanisms on the pockets that require
loosening before the draw weight is
adjusted. The pockets are stationary
and the limbs move within the pockets during the draw weight adjustment. This pocket combined with
the BowSTRUT described above
make up Whisper Creek’s patented 3
Pivot Pocket System. This system is
designed to allow the limbs and
pockets to move naturally and thereby stop any vibration from traveling
into the limbs or riser. The Stealth’s
pockets are offset from the riser’s
centerline to achieve center shot.
Customer Connection: Let your
customer know that the Stealth’s
limbs are built to last and have been
cut from the finest materials.
Customers that are new to the
sport will be happy to learn that they
can easily adjust draw weight on
their own.
Eccentrics: The Stealth LX is
equipped with Whisper Creek’s

BURR & COMPANY
INSURANCEE PROGRAMS
FOR
R THEE ARCHERYY INDUSTRY
Property
General Liability/Product Liability
Range Liability
Life/Health
JEFFREY A. DEREGNAUCOURT, A.R.M.
1 800 878-2877
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Draw weights: 40, 50, 60 and 70 pound peak
Draw Lengths: 24 to 29 inches
Axle-to-axle length: 25-5/8 inches
Brace Height: 8 inches advertised, approximately 7.8 inches tested
Mass Weight: 3.6 pounds
Let-off option: 80 percent standard / 65 percent optional
Eccentrics: HyperFORCE One Cam
Tested speed: 278.44 at 29 inches
Available finish: Realtree HD Green
Cable: Stone Mountain Custom 8125 & 425x TigerTwist – 27.25 inches
String: Stone Mountain Custom 8125 and 425x TigerTwist – 79.5 inches
Grip: One-piece flat, hard plastic – standard with options available
Riser: CNC machined 6061-T6 aluminum - reflex
Limb pockets: 3 Pivot Pocket System
Limbs: Solid, straight – Gordon Fiberglass
Cable Guard: Aluminum rod
Warranty: Lifetime (Except string)
MSRP: $479.99
HyperFORCE One-Cam. Both cam
and idler wheel include double
sealed ball bearings for smooth, friction-free performance. The two
adjustable modules, long draw and
short draw, offer three inches of
draw length adjustment each in half
inch increments without the need of
a bow press. The short draw module
ranges from 24-26 inches and the
long draw version offers 26-29 inches. A 30-inch draw length is not
offered. Eccentric system let-off is
80 percent with 65 percent available
as an option. The HyperFORCE
patented WhisperGRIP traction control system consists of an idler wheel
that is infused with Whisper Creek’s
patented
BowDAMP
material
designed to give it extra string traction. As the idler wheel rotates
through the draw cycle, this system
prevents efficiency robbing slippage
and in turn adds a possible 3-5 fps to
arrow speed. The infused BowDAMP
material also serves to quiet the bow.
Customer Connection: By simply
stocking two modules you can outfit
any customer with a draw length
between 24 and 29 inches in just
minutes. No need for a drawer full of
modules or separate cams. The customer doesn’t have to wait to get
what they want – important these
days!
If the customer ever feels the
need to increase or decrease their

draw length, they can do so on their
own without the use of a bow press.
Silencing and Shock Reducing
Features:
Parallel limbs, Sims string leaches, the patented 3 Pivot Pocket
System featuring BowSTRUT technology, and the WhisperGRIP traction control system work together to
silence the Stealth’s shot. Limbs set
to a parallel position move in opposite directions during the shot and
cancel out negative vibration causing energy. String noise is kept to a
minimum through Sims’ proven
technology.
Customer Connection: Quieter is
always better.
Strings/Cables: Whisper Creek
equips the LX with Stone Mountain
custom strings and cables made with
8125 TigerTwist and 425x TigerTwist.
Both have thirty strands. The string
measures 79.5 inches long while the
cable spans 27.25 inches.
Customer Connection: Stone
Mountain’s reputation for high quality string and cables is steadily growing. Let the customer know they are
getting a bow outfitted with proven,
high-grade strings and cables.

Testing
Tests were conducted using the
following equipment:

Spot-Hogg Hooter Shooter
portable shooting machine
Easton Professional
Chronograph with an
infrared lighting system
Oehler M35 Chronograph
Easton Digital Bow Scale
Hornady GS-1000 electronic
digital scale
Hanson Scale
Mitutoyo Digital Caliper – 6”
Apple Bow Drawing Machine
Apple Super Pro Bow Press
NAP QuikTune 3000 Arrow Rest
Tru-Fire Hurricane Release Aid
Quality Test: Before any actual
performance testing was done I went
over the Stealth inspecting it with
the intent to expose any obvious
flaws in finish, mechanics, machining or overall workmanship. One significant blemish was found on the
lower portion of the riser near the
BowSTRUT connection. It appears to
have occurred between the machining process and finishing process as
it was finished along with the rest of
the riser. Mechanically the bow was
flawless.
Set up: The Stealth was prepared
for testing by first setting the draw
weight to 70 pounds, verified by the
Easton Digital bow scale and backed
up by the Hanson scale. The draw
length was set to 29 inches according
to the standard for doing so - ASTM
F 1544-04. Unfortunately the bow
could not be tested to our new Arrow
Trade spec that we recently set up,
however, we will resume with it in
the next issue. On the up side 29 inch
draw length bows with a 70 pound
peak draw weight are the most common configuration sold so this test
will be relevant to many of your customers.
A single brass nock and
QuikTune 300 Arrow Rest were
attached to the bow – nothing more.
With the exception of these two
items every bow is tested as it would
be shipped to the dealer or customer. In other words, if it has string
silencers or other components preinstalled it is tested with them
installed. While the ‘official’ velocity
rating for our calculations will be

taken with a 350-grain arrow, we will
also use two other test arrows as reference points. This will be done to
bring a bracketed picture of the
bow’s speed performance to the
reader. Test arrows include a lightweight 350-grain CAE carbon arrow,
a mid-weight 420-grain Radial X
Weave arrow and a relatively heavy
540-grain Easton XX78 Super Slam
arrow. Before recording speeds with
these arrows the bow was first paper
tuned with each one. Most every
bowhunter/archer will be able to
extrapolate their approximate arrow
speed in relation to similar set-up
parameters and results presented
from the three test arrows.
Speed/Velocity Test: Speed was
measured with the two chronographs listed above – Easton’s model
as the primary and the Oehler as a
backup/verification unit. Following
are the resulting speed ratings for
each in feet per second:
540-grain arrow
231.5
231.1
230.3
230.3
230.7
230.3
230.3
231.5
231.1
230.7
Average: 230.78 fps
420-grain arrow
257.9
258.4
257.5
258.0
258.2
258.2
258.0
257.5
257.9
258.0
Average: 257.96 fps
350-grain arrow
278.9
277.3
278.5
278.6
278.9

Use with one
of our Revolutionary, Patented
24SEVEN Granular Scents

• Doe Estrus
• Early Buck
• Dominant Buck
• Unscented

2330 Whitney Ave.
Hamden, CT 06518
888.648.3718

www.24sevenscents.com
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278.0
278.2
278.0
278.0
277.5
Average: 278.19 fps
I then plotted a force-draw curve
for Whisper Creek’s Stealth LX. That
plot shows a semi-aggressive climb
to peak followed by a staged drop off
as shown on page 123. From this I
was able to calculate stored energy
and efficiency ratings, which are
given in the section entitled Test Bow
Technical Info.
Subjective Testing: As I have
reported in the past it is difficult to
test the subjective aspects of a bow
with consistency. For that reason it is

best done as a comparison to other
bows of similar specs and price
range. This serves to validate the
results somewhat. Still, when all is
said and done – the subjective
results are simply my opinion.
Subjective qualities are worth
exploring as many customers make
their purchasing decision based on
subjective aspects mixed with a few
objective qualifiers. The following
list of subjective aspects were evaluated with the Stealth LX and three
other rigs in the same price range for
comparison (Unfortunately I had no
other bows under 30 inches axle-toaxle to compare to):
Shock/Vibration Level
Noise Level upon release
Overall feel & balance at full draw
“Feel” of the draw cycle
Shock and vibration levels for
the Stealth LX were average among
the bows tested. The levels were not
alarming, however, they were significant enough to note. I used earplugs
in an attempt to
distinguish the
difference
between what I
was hearing and
feeling at the
shot. Still, the

For more information
and local dealers go to:

www.hindsightco.com
or call 734.878.2842
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energy transferred into the grip, and
in turn, my hand was easily felt. As
may be expected, a bow that has
some vibration at the shot will often
times have resultant noise as well. As
in the shock and vibration category,
the Stealth LX was again average
among the bows tested in the shot
noise category. On a positive note,
the addition of a Stealth 8 inch stabilizer worked wonders on this rig.
Quite frankly, I was surprised at the
difference it made.
Some bows work for you at full
draw while others seem to avoid the
10-ring like the plague. It would not
have surprised me in the least if the
super short Stealth LX was tough to
settle on the target, however, that
was not the case at all. At only 25-5/8
inches between the axles this bow
will stick to the center like a well-balanced 34 inch bow. A nice surprise!
As I have stated in the past, the
feel of the draw cycle plays a major
role in determining an archer’s overall perception of a bow’s performance. The force-draw curve for the
Stealth LX shows a singular climb to
peak followed by a multi-staged
drop off. This does not seem to negatively affect the “feel” of the draw
significantly. Overall I was pleased
with the draw cycle.
For those looking for an ultra

The IdlerDAMP wheel has a layer of polymer material sandwiched in it. That prevents the string from sliding in the groove
and also is one of the dampening elements for the bow.
Whisper Creek rates the noise level of this model at 75 dB,
compared to 70 dB for the more costly Innovator that has
additional silencing features. The top-end Innovator Pro,
which has a flexible connection between axles and limbs, is the
quietest of all at 65 dB.

what this compact
rig can do.

Test Bow
Technical Info:
(350-grain
arrow/ 70 pound
peak draw weight)
Stored Energy:
85.32 foot-pounds
(When you draw
the bow you supply
power/energy into
the
limbs.
The
amount of energy
that the limbs can
hold is known as the
stored energy.)
Kinetic Energy:
The modular HyperFORCE One-Cam has twin sealed ball
60.27 foot-pounds
bearings. Two modules are all that’s needed to cover a 6 inch
(This is the
draw length range. This compact bow would not reach the 30
energy
that actually
inch draw length most manufacturers provide IBO figures for.
goes into propelling
maneuverable rig that will not sacri- the arrow. Basically it is the energy
fice their ability to be consistently that is left over from the stored eneraccurate the Whisper Creek Stealth gy after all of the bow system friction
LX is a good find. Throw on a quality is accounted for.)
Efficiency Rating: 70.64 percent
stabilizer and a pair of Sims’ Limb
(This is the amount of the stored
Savers and you will be surprised

energy (in percent) that can be successfully transferred into propelling
the arrow upon release. The bow
design, including limbs, limb pockets, cam systems, and axle types play
into the bow’s efficiency. An example
would be a sealed ball bearing in the
idler wheel verses a simple unsealed
rod bearing. It takes more energy to
rotate the unsealed rod bearing
(more friction) verses the sealed ball
bearing (less friction) so more of the
bow’s potential energy is used. The
end result is a lower efficiency rating
because less stored energy is left over
to propel the arrow.)
SE/PF Ratio: 1.22
This is the ratio of stored energy
to peak force. In other words what
return are you getting for the power
you supply.
Measured Speed: 278.44 FPS
This particular bow does not
offer a 30” draw length and was
tweaked to an ATA draw length of 29”
and set exactly to a 70 pound draw
weight.

Introducing the arrows built especially
for broadheads that can help you shoot
better. Farther. Built-in Weight Forward
means faster recovery out of the bow,
giving you better down range accuracy
and superior penetration. Add the
unsurpassed strength and performance of Carbon Express®—plus the
tightest engineering tolerances in the
industry—and you
have some of the ﬁnest hunting
arrows ever made.

Available on Maxima™ Hunter, Terminator™
Lite Hunter, Rebel™ Hunter, and
Maxima™ Hunter Crossbolt series.

carbonexpressarrows.com
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By Jon E. Silks

Hoyt Trykon JR
and Trykon Sport
oyt is one of the top bow companies in the world and maintains
that standing by manufacturing
innovative
and
technologically
advanced bows that meet the needs and
wants of its huge fan base. Popular features such as the TEC riser, Cam & ½
eccentric system, parallel limb configuration and unique vibration dampening
devices can be found on their top rigs.
Demanding bowhunters and target
archers have come to expect great
things from Hoyt and they have not been
disappointed.
Hoyt has another passion – family!
They have committed to creating a line
of bows that will reach out to archers of
all ages. Not only did they want to simply
have a bow to offer younger archers,they
wanted those bows to be top-of-the-line
– just like Dad’s. Enter the Trykon Series
youth models Trykon Jr. and Trykon
Sport.Designed to be extremely versatile
these models have much to offer. Lets
take a look…

H

Riser: Keeping with the theme that
these bows are just like Dad’s, Hoyt
builds both on their proven TEC design
riser. The TEC riser performs like a shock
absorber, dampening vibration through
the truss rather than through the grip.
Through a die-cast process the stylish
and lightweight riser is formed with a
magnesium alloy metal. This process
coupled with the inherent strength
offered by magnesium alloy allows Hoyt
to manufacture the TEC riser with an
“open” format. In other words, there are
large cutouts from end to end and a
large space between the grip and rear
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truss. Coupled with a slim structure the
open format results in an over-all mass
weight of only 3.375 pounds. The riser
has a 2-inch reflex geometry and measures approximately 19.5 inches long.
Just as with any adult bow, the reflexed
design increases the power stroke, which
in turn increases arrow speed. Power
stroke is the distance the string moves
from its “at rest”position to the end of the
cycle at full draw. The Trykon Sport & Jr.
both feature a metal stabilizer mounting
insert, two-piece grip and straight carbon cable guard, which is held in place
by two set screws. Each of the two plastic side panels that make up the grip is
seated into a shallow pocket just below
the shelf area and is held in place by a
small hex head screw. The particular
model name for each bow (Sport or Jr.)
can be found on a label that is set into a
shallow pocket on one side of the riser
located at the same vertical position as
the stabilizer-mounting insert.
Both models are dip finished in
Realtree HD or powder coated in red,
blue, black, yellow, or pink.
So, what does all this mean to Mom,
Dad and the shooter?
Using a magnesium alloy die-cast
riser rather than one that is fully
machined keeps the over-all cost (only
$299 MSRP) to a minimum without sacrificing strength or weight.
The plastic side panels are low profile resulting in a narrow grip for smaller
hands.
Some archers will be pleased to see
their new rig decked out in Realtree’s HD
green – just like Dad’s hunting bow.

Hoyt chose to center their youth
bow design on their TEC design riser –
this technology alone is enough to let
Mom, Dad and shooter know that they
are getting a quality bow.
Metal stabilizer inserts are one of my
favorite components on any bow and
even more so on a youth bow where
young hands could cross-thread a stabilizer mounting hole tapped directly into
the magnesium.
Limbs/Limb Pockets: Hoyt continues with the adult-like bow design by

outfitting both models with pivoting
limb pockets. However, this is where the
Jr. and Sport models start to differ. While
the over-all design on both is similar, the
Sport’s pockets are bigger in length,
depth and width to accept and support
its larger limbs. To compensate for
increased weight that comes with the
increased size, cutouts are machined into
the pockets. One piece of the two-piece
pocket adds a between-limb support
structure plus a second connection point
to the riser. Pockets on both are
machined from an aluminum material
and are black anodized.
Further distinction between the two
models can be found in their limbs. The
Sport, which offers max draw weights
from 20 to 50 pounds, is equipped with
¾ inch split limbs that are approximately
12.75 inches long from end to end. The
Trykon Jr. is outfitted with ½ inch split
limbs,which also measure approximately
12.75 inches in length. Peak draw weight
options range from 20 to 40 pounds on
the Jr. Limbs on both bows are CNC
machined from a fiberglass material and
achieve a parallel position when at full
draw. Hoyt dip finishes the camp limbs
and paints the target limbs.
So, what does all this mean to Mom,
Dad and the shooter?
Outfitting the Trykon Jr. and Trykon
Sport with pivoting limb pockets is a
good indicator that Hoyt is serious about
providing young archers with a quality

Draw weights: 20,30,40,50 peak (Sport),20,30,40 peak (Jr.)
shooting machine. It
Draw Lengths: 23.5 to 28.5 inches modular (Sport)
also equals great per17-25 inches all on one mod (Jr.)
formance.
Axle-to-axle length: Approximately 29.5 inches
Whether your
Brace Height: Approximately 6-1/2 inches
customer plans on
Mass Weight: 3.375 pounds
stalking the wily
Let-off option: 65 percent
groundhog or the
Eccentrics: Original Cam & ½ (Sport),Versa Cam & ½ (Jr.)
trophies found at
Advertised IBO speed: 265 fps at 28/50 (Sport),
indoor ranges, you
255 at 25/40 (Jr.)
can offer them a finAvailable hunting finish: Realtree Hardwoods Green HD
ish that will not only
Available target finish: Red, Blue,Yellow, Pink and Black
suit their situation,
powder coat
but possibly their perCable: FUSE Custom – 33.25 inch control, 31.5 inch buss
sonality as well.
String: FUSE Custom – 46.75 inches
Moms and dads
Grip: Two-piece plastic
can rest assured that
Riser: Die-cast magnesium alloy in Tec design
fiberglass
limbs,
which have been
proven over and over again on adult child that may grow 2 inches by the time
bows, will stand the test of time and you are done setting up his/her bow!
abuse.
Another benefit Hoyt has engineered
Parallel limbs on a youth bow – into the Versa Cam & ½ is a silky smooth
great!
draw. Most young archers aren’t interested in a super aggressive draw cycle that
Eccentrics: Hoyt’s Trykon Jr. has a squeezes out every last fps of arrow
hybrid eccentric system known as the speed possible. The Trykon Sport has the
Versa Cam & ½. Aptly named for its ver- original version of the Cam & ½ system,
satility the Versa offers 8 inches of draw which is designed to draw smoothly and
length adjustment in 1-inch increments generate fast speeds. Draw lengths that
from 17 to 25 inches. This is all accom- range from 23 to 28.5 inches in ½ inch
plished on one module and no bow increments are available through a multipress is needed to make the adjustment. modular system. Eccentric system let-off
Obviously the cornerstone of the Jr. - is 65 percent.Hoyt advertises a speed ratadjustment and versatility are exactly ing of 265 fps for the Sport set at a 28what most parents are looking for when inch draw and 50 pound peak weight.
investing their hard earned money on a
So, what does all this mean to Mom,
Dad and the shooter?
Hoyt’s adult Trykon (left) inspired the Trykon JR and the
Most every parent I have ever spoTrykon Sport shown on page 128. The Force Draw Curve
ken
to
about purchasing a bow for their
below was developed for the Trykon Sport we tested.
young archer has one main concern –
will they grow out of it right away? Hoyt
understands this and offers incredible
versatility with their cam systems. For
those shooting the Versa Cam & ½, there
isn’t even a need to upgrade modules!
Although this may mean that you as a
pro-shop will not see them very often in
the short term there is a much better
chance that they will still be shooting in
ten years. Versatility is golden where
youth bows are concerned!
These cams are not only versatile
they also produce a pleasant draw cycle
– more fun for the young archer.
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The AlphaShox dampening pieces fit
snugly between the split limbs while the
StringShox, two each, are placed directly
between the strands of the string. Also
contributing to noise and vibration
reduction is the parallel position of the
limbs at full draw.
So, what does all this mean to Mom,
Dad and the shooter?
The quieter the bow, the more
enjoyable it is to shoot. Less vibration
accomplishes the same thing.
Strings/Cables: Hoyt once again
proves their commitment to provide
young archers with the best by outfitting
the Trykon Jr. & Sport with FUSE custom
strings and cables. These strings and
cables are constructed with premium
materials and FUSE CTT (continuous tension technology), which means they are
twisted and served under great loads to
increase performance. Performance =
No peep sight twist or creep.
Hoyt’s use of their premium strings
on these youth bow models is confirmation that they aren’t cutting any corners!
Quality down to the last detail.

Testing
As with any other bow I first looked
over the two Trykons inspecting for any
flaws in fit, form or function. As with most
die-cast parts the surface roughness is
greater than that of a machined part,
which results in a matt-like finish (at least
for the camo). In my opinion it looks
great! That is exactly how a camo finished hunting bow should look. There
were multiple inclusions on the surface
of the finish that appeared to be adhered
during the drying process. Otherwise the
bow was without flaw.
Both the Trykon Jr. and Trykon Sport
were set to 23.5 inches in draw length
and were equipped with a single brass
nock and N.A.P.QuikTune 3000 arrow rest
– nothing else was added to the bow.
With the exception of these two items,
every bow is tested unchanged - as it
would be shipped to the dealer or customer.
Speed was measured on the Sport
with the chronographs listed above.
Three different draw weights, 40,45 and
50 pounds were tested with two arrows
of different weights, 260 and 328 grains.
This should give a broad picture of what
can be expected from this bow in terms
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of speed generated by various set-ups.
Following are the resulting speed ratings
for each in feet per second:
260-grain arrow: 40 pound draw
219.4
219.8
219.4
219.4
219.2
Average: 219.44
260-grain arrow: 45 pound draw
231.5
231.9
232.0
231.2
231.5
Average: 231.62
260-grain arrow: 50 pound draw
240.4
239.9
239.4
240.0
239.9
Average: 239.92 fps
328-grain arrow: 40 pound draw
197.6
197.2
197.5
197.5
197.4
Average: 197.44 fps
328-grain arrow: 45 pound draw
205.6
206.9
206.2
205.9
206.0
Average: 206.12 fps
328-grain arrow: 50 pound draw
217.5
217.5
217.2
217.9
217.6
Average: 217.54 fps
These are great speeds for a youth
bow.As a quick reference I also tested the
Trykon Jr.set at 30 pounds and a 23”draw
length with the same two arrows. The Jr.
launched the 260-grain arrow at 171.1
fps and the 328-grain arrow at 152.9 fps.
A force-draw curve was plotted for

the Trykon Sport (see page 129), which
showed an exceptionally smooth draw
cycle. A smooth draw holds great importance in a youth bow, as it will equate to
more enjoyment.
In the area of shock and vibration
the Trykon bows receive top grades.
Equipped with parallel limbs both models had exceptionally little of either. This,
of course, is another characteristic that
will undoubtedly factor into the amount
of fun a young archer has while shooting
his/her rig. Shot noise followed suit as little noise was noted.
The opinions of my 10-year-old son,
Michael, and 13-year-old daughter,
Rachel, were requested on the feel of the
bow at full draw (45 pounds). Both liked
the feel of the grip and the light mass
weight. And both thought the bow
“looked cool”! The appearance of a bow
cannot be overlooked for young archers
– or for us slightly older participants for
that matter!
My wife also had the chance to handle and shoot the Trykon Sport. She was
quite impressed and thought it was far
superior to her current bow. She will certainly be hitting me up for one now! My
wife’s take on this bow is an important
point. I would not limit myself to selling
this bow to young archers only – shorter
draw men and women are going to love
it as well.
I was impressed with the Trykon
youth bows. They offer great performance characteristics, super versatility
and appealing looks. The few blemishes
in the finish of the test bows would most
likely go unnoticed by the average person so if you run onto one like that I
wouldn’t be too concerned. When handling the Trykons you can sense that they
are well balanced and see that they are
made with quality. A huge selling point
for these bows is their draw length and
draw weight ranges and methods of
adjustment – they will grow with your
customer.
Hoyt is to be commended for investing in the diecast mold allowing it to
built the Trykon JR and Trykon Sport
models at such affordable prices. These
same bows, if their risers were machined
from aluminum like most adult Hoyt
bows, might sell for 30 percent more and
that would be enough to turn away
many young archers.

